Stretching your data with Digital Development Process (DDP) in Astro
Pixel Processor (APP)
Astro-images often require non-linear stretching of data, to bring out faint details that are hidden in
the dark regions of the data. Such a non-linear stretch brightens and increases the contrast in darker
areas of the image as compared to the brighter areas within the same picture.
The preview filter in Astro Pixel Processor (APP) enables to keep working with linear data processing,
while having the possibility of previewing what the data looks like after non-linear transformation
using so-called Digital Development Process (DDP).
This preview filter with DDP consists of different automatic stretch settings, background & highlights
protected saturation adjustments, contrast increase, sharpening while protecting the stars and the
option to reduce the stretch in the highlights, giving tighter stars and less saturated star cores and
nebula.
After using the preview filter, you can directly save all your results to FITS, TIFF or JPG formats.
The auto DDP mode consists of 3 parameters:
1) DDP Strength (ST): APP selects a stretch strength setting for your image. You can further
adjust this stretch setting: the lower the value, the stronger the stretch. In the default
settings, you can also chose a background BG-setting. E.g. 20% BG, targets a background at
20% of the dynamic range.
2) DDP base (BA): setting a base level will help to show fainter signals. 2 default settings are
available: use a base level of 2,5% of the dynamic range or not. You can further tweak this
base level, if you prefer to do so.
3) Black Point (B): together with the DDP strength, this determines the width of the histogram
on the left hand side of the histogram peak: e.g. 3 sigma, gives a wider histogram and
stronger stretch. Five sigma, gives a narrower histogram and weaker stretch.
The auto DDP stretch functions in APP are really easy to use and… good: they automatically give
suitable black point and stretch parameters for your astro-images. You hardly need to change these
default settings: you only have to open the scroll-down DDP-menu and select one of these predefined DDP stretch-settings!
Attached, you’ll see the effect of 4 different DDP-settings on a HOO-image of the Dolphin Nebula
(Sh2-308), captured with CHI-2 (ASA500N telescope).
I used the 15%BG, 3 sigma, 2.5% base DDP-setting – without other adjustments to the default APPparameter settings - for my fully processed image (further post-processed in Photoshop).

Illustration of the effect of (auto) DDP-settings in APP with different DDP strength ST, Black Point
level B and DDP base level (BA). E.g. first image (top left) has a ST of 10%, B-value of 5 sigma and a BA
setting of 2.5%.
DDP saturation level was set to 30%, saturation threshold to 21% ( = background protection
threshold). All other DDP-setting default or not active (contrast enhancement, sharpening…)

Preview filter with DDP is found at the right of the APP menu.

HOO-image of the Dolphin Nebula (Sh2-308), captured with an ASA500N telescope from Telescope
Live (CHI-2).
Total exposure time was 80 minutes: 4 sub-frames of 600s with both H-alpha and OIII filters were
used to create this HOO-image.

